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Gratitude is the inward feeling of kindness r eceived. .
Thankfulness is the natural impulse to express it. . Your support

is making a big differenc e

Ripples of Difference
Most of us tend to forget the hard times that we went through to get wherever we are today. Often looking back and
remembering what and how you were handling life a decade (or even just 4 yrs) ago, is good for many of us. Our day to
day labours tend to cloud the overall gains we often are making but don’t really see, most of the bes t NOT financial!
During this last Outreach we did that and
remembered how much more difficult it was and
how many more bad dogs we were treating in
each place. We did not have the maturity,
experience, knowledge, medicines or the support
we have today but kept doggedly at it. Today,
even though it is still just the same 2 mandarins
doing it, we only needed to treat 20% of the dogs
we used to have to treat in the communities we
first started out doing . . that translates into a
whole bunch of positives gains .

THERE IS AN 80% IMPROVEMENT. . and we
are covering double the area we used to on
the same budget . . EIBO!!
A TRIBUTE TO THOSE THAT HAVE DOGGEDLY
SUPPORTED OUR DOGGEDNESS . . THANK YOU!
continued

Heartstrings?

Since you are reading this you are probably one of the socially
conscience brethren who ‘do what you can, with what you have, where you are’ anyway but. .
today our senses get so overwhelmed with gory graphic details on TV or the social media that
we tend to get ‘ a feelings shut down’ . . . you can’t blame them, sanity is at stake! So we block
it out, but that does not mean it is not still there and happening. Yes media creates an
awareness like the Rhino poaching or the floods in India , or the smuggling of fighting Dogs and
raises tremendous public awareness and support . . . but there is lot more of the little and
obscure ‘out there’ we don’t get to see that also really needs fixing and it could be next door.
That stuff counts just as much if not more, but because there is just sooo much, it tends to
negate that each little action does create a ripple effect, and we too often forget that. So in
the interests of good taste and those extra sensitive souls, we try not to bombard you with
much more sad and bad and pull at the heartstrings. . But instead ask you to not let your
senses get too dulled or erroneously misguided by the topic of the day and stick to doing more
of the little stuff you can do like checking if the gardener has de-wormed his dog. There is
always a little more that each of us can do, in some way, somehow, each day, for something. .
c’mon. . Add an extra ripple or two to your day!

Barbie on a Mission.
This young courageous 21yr old girl from Umhlanga
in KZN knocked on TAWI’s mud hut door with her bag
of courage, enthusiasm. . and a small tent, to
Volunteer for 20 days turning ‘ag shame’ into
‘action’. It is so uplifting to be continually astonished
at the diversity of help that comes our way from
those who donate hard earned funds to those who
repair the kombi , or spend their time doing the
‘books’ . . in between feeding the baby, from 10 to 80
year olds. . . it is this sharing of kindness that makes
the world a better place. Read about Cecelia’s
experience of her time at TAWI and the 2 pups she
rescued at the end of this Newsletter.

A Pill Fantasy!!!
Medical science has reached a point where it can genetically modify DNA to eradicate disease in humans. . but still there
is no simple cost effective birth control Pill that would change the plight of the millions of dogs and cats. Survival of the
fittest is the great equaliser that condemns millions to starvation and death on the periphery of the ghettos and slums of
most cities around the world because man, unwittingly, initiated their
demise centuries ago. Just a little Pill could radically transform the lives of
millions of these animals. The present acceptable option of veterinary
sterilisation as a viable Global, or even National solution, is sadly a
financial and physical fantasy in developing countries. We were initially
told locals would not want their dogs sterilised anyway. . But the word of
how sterilisations have improved the situation in homes and whole
communities has spread and now the demand is already way past our
resources to be able to cope in the traditional way. I imagine this Global
Humanitarian Laboratory, like the Bill Gates Foundation, announcing a
breakthrough in a R5 ‘Canine & Feline Birth Control Pill’ given twice a
year. It would radically improve our situation for Dogs & Cats in our little
corner of the world, and so it could do so for the millions of others. One Day is One Day.
WE GO TO WHERE THE DOGS AND PEOPLE ARE . . WE DONT WAIT FOR THEM TO COME TO US

(If we forget someone . . Please send your Dog to severely scold us)

The Pillars that Hold us Up!
Tarryn Day

Gary Schach

F.R. Rose

Linda & Brenda

Jacquie Helsdon

B.A. Roussouw

Steven Edwards

Tuba & Katherine

Heather Groenewald

Leanna Potgieter

HLB Animal Lovers

Herman Potgieter

Dieter Thole

Anne Shahini

Paul Martin

Henry & Glynnis

Brett Harris

Winter Blanket Drive

Kate Coetzee

Stevens

Andrew Roy

Julie Dalgleish

Peliwe Binashe

Bill Orton

ITEC Mthatha

TWTA

Brenda Bowers

Chantelle Moroney

Donations = +- R5500 pm

Operating costs = +- R9000

A Virgin could be reborn in your cupboard!
We think we have stumbled across a wonderful
way to recycle 2 nd hand clothes into spayed Dogs.
In one morning while on Outreach we raised over
R700, from R5 and R10’s, from only 7 bags of
clothes given to us by Tarryn and my family!
You and everyone you know have clothes and stuff you
will never wear or use again but lack motivation to clean
out. Well maybe if you want to do something for
yourself and others get your B into G and start sorting.
Maybe you could become an ‘enthusiastic steriliser’ and
motivate your friends, class etc to do the same and you
could also turn ‘ag shame’ into a few sterilised dogs.
If you are keen, we will send you ‘flyer’ by return e-mail.
Once you have a few bags mail us and we will make
arrangements from there.

Lets ‘tri-cycle’ some consumer excess into happier healthier dogs and clothe some rural folk .
A YOUNG VOLUNTEERS PERSPECTIVE.
Coming to Tawi opened my eyes a lot on domesticated animals in rural areas. The differences between the way the dogs
live in Durban and the way dogs live in Transkei is massive but the family dynamic and the love for their pets is very
similar. However only the strong will survive here in the Transkei, a lot of the puppies die here. Normally only one or
none will make it but this is the only thing keeping it from being a overpopulated, well that and the dogs that tawi
sterilizes but by the time they have money for the next sterilization, a puppy has grown up from the ones they couldn’t
sterilize and bred. Which is why I’ve come to realize that sterilizations and education are most needed here, when I
originally looked at the dogs and thought dog food was needed not thinking about solving the what causes the
problems, but temporarily helping it and I know there are hundreds of other people with that train of thought right now
and hopefully they will come to realize, like I have, what’s really important. I’ve seen a dog’s life end and another given a
new beginning, all in the same day. Tawi has reached over 200 dogs in the 19 days I’ve been here. Seeing not only the
dogs happy but their owners happy for them is how we really know were making a difference not just to that dog but to
the others too by showing people what it is to have a healthy companion who will love them to their last day.
Cecelia Botha
Thank you Cecelia for being a great example of the next generations socially conscious proactive youth.

Facebook:

You can follow us on Facebook by searching under TAWI (Transkei Animal Welfare) and if any technophobe , or
teenager, knows how we can attach a facebook logo and link onto these Newsletters please email us with simple easy to follo w
instru ctions!!! . . . or better yet please just do it for us. . tks.

Note Our New Committee for 2013

PsJ Animal Welfare Initiative, Std Bank, acc no 061047562, Mthatha West, 2621, branch code 052621
Richard Norton (Chairperson), Maw ethu Kunyu (Vice Chairperson), Kathrine Costello (Treasurer). Monde Magaw u,
Nomaw ethu Tsengiw e, Zolile Makhayakude. Dr. Tinashe Chimatira, Supervising Veterinarian.

